
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING SWOT ANALYSIS

SWOT is an acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats. SWOT analysis stands for an
organizationâ€™s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats; it provides a strategic analysis of the
companyâ€™s businesses and operations. Bus (Financial Accounting & Analysis.

An organization can identify such opportunities and enjoy benefit arising from them by planning and
executing required strategies. Did your income recently increase? SWOT analysis addresses complex
situations and finds means towards improvement. Pinsker, S. References 4. The type of tax or bookkeeping
software used can be a strength, particularly if the software is proprietary and has features your competitors do
not have. There are a vast array of strengths and weaknesses within a company. Specific areas which are
running efficiently and effectively. Do not be afraid to perform a ratio analysis or additional research on
ethical issues. This industry requires long hours at tax time, but the availability of year-round work is
extremely limited and can make it difficult for the business to retain qualified staff, or find trained staff on
short notice during tax season. Weaknesses Weaknesses are factors that prevent an organization from meeting
its mission and achieving full potential. There may be few formal systems because they are not needed so time
is saved, however few formal systems may increase the risk of fraud. The SWOT analysis can help develop a
plan for the future by reviewing the organization's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.
Weaknesses Weaknesses are internal elements of the accounting system which are not running to their full
efficiency or effectiveness. Is your mortgage rate about to reset to a higher APR? SWOT analysis also holds a
number of more advantages. Farewell and R. Co-authored with A. Determine Financial Threats You also need
to list and address factors that threaten your financial situation. It could be debt, a lack of income or earning
potential, or something else. A financial strength can be anything that positively reinforces your current
financial situation or helps you get closer to achieving the goals you made in your financial mission statement.
Conducting a SWOT analysis determines the factors that will assist the firm in achieving its objectives. The
SWOT analysis considers internal and external issues individual to each company. Threats could include
factors such as ever-changing technology, unrest among employees, price wars, reducing industry profits and
increasing competition. Some ideas to consider are a diversified investment portfolio or multiple income
streams.


